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Roy Kelly’s TrendPro 7.0™
Introduction
TrendPro™ indicators is not a system. It is a method of evaluating and trading markets using mechanical buy/sell signals to trade the market and to identify cycle tops and bottoms. While judgment is not
eliminated, it is greatly reduced by the methodology of combining time cycles and trend identification.
Generally, buy signals are more accurate in an up trending market and less accurate in a down trending
market; sell signals are more accurate in a down trending market and less accurate in a up trending market.
Determining the direction of trend requires interpretation. Trend is determined by the direction of the
dominant cycle in the next longer time frame. For example, when trading a 5-minute chart, trend is determined by the cycle in the 20-minute bar chart. TrendPro™ aids in determining the trend for both time
periods.
Do not expect to start using TrendPro™ indicators and immediately begin trading like a market wizard.
You must become familiar with the TrendPro™ indicators and the way they, and you, interact in the
markets, and the time periods you choose to trade. Like anything new, your skills will improve with experience. However, using TrendPro™ on historical back data can greatly increase your experience level
very quickly. There is no substitute for putting your money on the line, but you will be much better prepared to trade if you have become thoroughly familiar with the program’s methodology by applying the
indicators to historical data to determine situations that present high probability buy/sell signals.
Set Up
TrendPro™ is a powerful program that may require some assistance setting up. Please follow the set up
procedures outlined in this manual before contacting technical support.
Technical Support
If you are having any problems that prevent the program from working correctly, please call technical
support at (530) 243-0999, Monday through Friday, 9:30 AM - 4:30 PM PST. For the most efficient service, we suggest you fax, or email, your questions to our technical support department and a representative will reply as soon as possible. Email address (support@trendpro.com), Fax (760) 948-3027.
TrendPro™ Workshops
Trading the markets require experience and skill. Roy Kelly personally teaches several workshops per
year on trading active commodities, bonds, stocks, and intra-day trading of the S&P Index. These workshops are very specific and presented in such a way that both beginning and experienced traders leave
with greatly improved trading skills and the ability to use the powerful TrendPro™ indicators and methodology. For a schedule of upcoming workshops please call ARC Systems at (530) 243-0999. Also,
check our web site at: http://trendpro.com.

 There is a risk of loss trading futures and stocks.
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Installation
Before you begin, make sure you have emptied your recycle bin and you have closed all programs.
1)
2)

3)

Insert the CD in your computer CD drive, the files should automatically install.
If you have any problems, and the CD does not install the files on it’s own, go to Windows Desk Top, Start, Run, and type in your CD drive location. Example:
D:\TrendProSetup.exe
If you have received the files via e-mail, burn .exe file and the autorun.inf file into a CD
and follow step 1 or 2. or install files into a floppy drive and extract from there. Make
sure that the autorun.inf file is included.
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TrendPro™ Indicators
The TrendPro 7.0™ version
comes with four indicators –
TrendPro Up, TrendPro
Down, TrendPro Stops, and
TrendPro Trigger Points.
TrendPro™ indicators are
universal and can be used in
all markets and time periods; bonds, metals, agricultural commodities, currencies, mutual funds,
stocks and foreign markets.
They work very well trading
the S&P Index intra-day.
These indicators were designed with the best dynamic technology available for all markets.
TrendPro Up & TrendPro Down show market direction. When the market changes direction
or stays in an upward trend the bars are colored blue and remain blue. When the market changes
direction to a downward trend the bars are colored red and remain red. If there is a sideways
market or the market has no direction then the bars turn the default color of the price bar setting.
TrendPro Stops include two kinds of stops, one for an up trend and one for a downward trend.
The price of the dots is the protective stop. TrendPro Stops will change along with the market
helping to lock in profits. The markets own price movements determine the stop loss prices.
These are the same stops that come with our TrendPro software.
TrendPro Trigger Points act systematically by providing mechanical entry points. This indicator pinpoints buy or sell signals according to the proven logic of these indicators. When there is
a buy or sell condition this indicator colors a big blue dot for a buy and a big red dot for a sell.
Note: It is best, as with any trading method, to enter trades in the direction of the major trend. It
would be prudent to enter a trade with this indicator after a confirmed cycle high or cycle low.
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TrendPro™ Indicators

Tips & Techniques



To see TrendPro Up, TrendPro Down, and TrendPro Trigger Points, attach the Expert Advisor named “TrendPro” to your chart. To see the TrendPro Stops, plot the
custom formula “TrendPro Stops” in your chart.
TrendPro Up
TrendPro Up is best seen by attaching the Expert named “TrendPro” to your chart. When
TrendPro Up is true, the bars will be highlighted Blue. There is also a TrendPro Up custom formula that returns 1 for true and 0 for false, although it’s unlikely you will need to
plot this.
 Inputs
Default
Description
Strength
3
Recommend using the default
setting; however, for
experimentation purposes
decrease/increase this value
between 1-10.
Range
0.90
Simply a filter of the strength setting
to determine whether or not the bar
turns blue. Recommend using the
default setting; however, for
experimentation purposes the range
is between 0 - 3.90.

Tips & Techniques


TrendPro Down
TrendPro Down is best seen by attaching the Expert named “TrendPro” to your chart.
When TrendPro Down is true, the bars will be highlighted Red. There is also a TrendPro
Down custom formula that returns 1 for true and 0 for false, although it’s unlikely you
will need to plot this.
 Inputs
Default
Description
Strength
3
Recommend using the default
setting, however, for
experimentation purposes
decrease/increase this value
between 1-10.
Range
0.90
Simply a filter of the strength setting
to determine whether or not the bar
turns blue. Recommend using the
default setting, however, for
experimentation purposes the range
is between 0 - 3.90.
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TrendPro™ Indicators



Tips & Techniques
TrendPro Stops
To plot TrendPro Stops, choose Insert | Indicators from the menu bar, and insert the custom formula “TrendPro Stops”. To change the price style to dots, select the indicator
with the mouse, then choose Format | Selected Object from the menu bar. Choose the
Color/Style tab, then change the Style to dots.
 Inputs
Default
Description
Strength
3
Recommend using default; however
for experimentation purposes
decrease/increase this value between
1-10.

Tips & Techniques


The TrendPro Expert includes Alerts for the TrendPro Trigger Points.
TrendPro Trigger Points
 Inputs
Default
Strength
3

Method

1

Description
Recommend using default; however
for experimentation purposes
decrease/increase this value between
1-10.
When set to 1, it will show the buy
and sell signal. When set to 2,
it will show only the buy stops. Set
to 3, it will show only the sell stops.
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